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DISGAEA 2: CURSED MEMORIES ON PLAYSTATION 2 CLASSICS!
Santa Ana, Calif. (January 11, 2013) – NIS America is thrilled to announce that the highly
praised strategy RPG, Disgaea®2: Cursed Memories, will be available on
PlayStation®Network as a PlayStation®2 Classics title, playable on the PlayStation®3
computer entertainment system later this month. Disgaea 2: Cursed Memories was
originally released for the PlayStation 2 in 2006, and was highly acclaimed by critics and
fans alike. Lovers of challenging yet rewarding strategy RPGs will find Disgaea 2: Cursed
Memories addicting, and will absolutely adore its crazy, over the top characters and
storyline. Disgaea 2: Cursed Memories will be available for download from the
PlayStation 2 Classics section of PlayStation Network on January 22 for the unbelievable
price of $9.99.
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About the game:
In the lush world of Veldime, the curse that was placed upon the planet by Overlord
Zenon is turning the people into demons, and transforming the world into a Netherworld.
After 15 years of living as demons, the citizens of Holt Village are finally ready to perform
a ritual to summon Overload Zenon. Now Adell, a young demon hunter, Rozalin, the
daughter of the Overlord who was mistakenly summoned, and an assassin from another
Netherworld, Etna, are all looking for Zenon.
Key features:
Turn Based Strategy RPG with Twists: Dispatch your units from the base panel wisely,
and get them ready for battle! You can also throw an enemy into the base panel, and a
battle will begin in the base panel! You can also lift and throw your allies for more
strategies!
Geo Effects: Geo effects are status-altering effects caused by placing geo symbols on
special grid panels called geo panels. Unleash the power of geo panels to get an edge in
battle!
Dark Assembly: Make requests like “lower enemy level” and “I want better weapons!” at
the Dark Assembly! Bribe your way into getting what you want!
Item World: Access the Item World from your headquarters. Challenge this almost
limitless battleground to power up your weapons and items!
For more information, please visit Disgaea.us/d2
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